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Swimming or underwater treadmill:
 is there a difference?
Dr Megan M. Kelly, DipVetNursing, BVSc, 

Holisticvet, Cape Town, Email: megan.kelly@holisticvet.co.za

The benefits of exercising in water have been recognised 
and used for a long time in humans and animals. Aquatic 
therapy or hydrotherapy is a term used to incorporate all the 
different types of water therapy. In animals we mainly use 
swimming in pools and underwater treadmills. All these forms 
of aquatic therapy take place in a dynamic environment. This 
environment and the biological effects it has are all due to the 
principles of hydrodynamics.

The purpose of this article is to discuss the therapeutic 
advantages and limitations of swimming and using the 
underwater treadmill and what conditions are indicated for 
each modality.

Swimming Underwater Treadmill
Non weight-bearing sparing joints and bones Partial weight-bearing sparing points and bones
Improves strength Improves strength
Improves cardiorespiratory endurance Improves cardiorespiratory endurance
Improves range of motion (flexion only) Improves range of motion (flexion and extension)
Improves psychological well-being Improves physiological well-being
Minimises pain Minimises pain

Locomotor/Gait training
Improves proprioception
Improves dynamic balance

Swimming Underwater Treadmill
Conditions limited in flexion Conditions limited in flexion AND extension
Conditions requiring back strengthening for example 
spondylosis, chronic disc disease (only once they are 
ambulatory)

Proprioceptive deficits for example lumbosacral disease, 
degenerative myelopathy

Generalised arthritis for conditioning Generalised arthritis for conditioning
Weight loss Weight loss

Paresis or paralysis, for example  acute disc prolapse, post- 
surgical decompression, fibrocartilagenous embolism.

Golden Retriever walking on an underwater treadmill.

Table 1: Advantages of swimming compared to underwater treadmill

Table 2: Indications for swimming compared to underwater treadmill
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Walking in the underwater treadmill is very similar to the 
muscle activity and gait patterns used on land. An additional 
benefit is that postural distortions are minimised, which is 
important in all rehabilitative cases.

Postural changes are a form of pain behaviour in animals. 
Animals have the ability to mask pain or discomfort by 
altering their posture, gait and movements. The postural 
changes result in secondary compensatory muscle tension. 

The final outcome is overuse and underuse of certain 
muscle groups. When this imbalance establishes itself in 
the musculoskeletal system, the body does not function as 
designed. The overused muscles become short and tight and 
in this state cannot contract efficiently. These tight, overused 
muscles can sometimes impinge on structures below them, 
such as nerves and blood vessels. The shortened muscles 
also pull bones out of alignment, causing joint imbalances 
and often result in injury, severe pain and dysfunction. The 
underused muscles are weak and are usually too long. They 
are unable to act as stabilisers when the opposing muscle 
contracts, resulting in joint imbalances as the weak muscles 
cannot stabilise the bones in their proper alignment. These 
muscles are often very important for joint stabilisation 
during movement. Over time these compensatory patterns 
create altered alignments in joints, which lead to instabilities 
and abnormal wear on joint surfaces resulting in pain and 
osteoarthritis.

Therefore, if a muscle is short and tight, or long and weak, the 
strength and length imbalance must be corrected in order for 
the body to be able to function optimally.

This scenario fits the majority of rehabilitative cases, whether 
they have undergone joint surgery, are neurological cases or 
have generalised arthritis. Our main goals are:

1. Decrease pain and secondary compensatory muscle tension 
(i.e., short, tight muscles). Methods used are acupuncture, 
biopuncture and physical therapy techniques.

2. Strengthen inactivated weak muscles (long muscles). 
Methods used are hydrotherapy (swimming or underwater 
treadmill depending on the condition) and therapeutic 
exercises.

Studies comparing the range of motion of joints in swimming 
with that in the underwater treadmill suggest that these 
different modalities are indicated for different conditions. By 
choosing the correct therapy we may increase the success rates 
of an animals’ rehabilitation.

In a study done by Marsolais et al.1, looking at stifle range 
of motion in walking and swimming, it was found that there 
is an increased range of motion due to increased flexion in 
swimming. Walking on the ground treadmill produced greater 
stifle extension than swimming; in fact, stifle extension is 
reduced with swimming. 

This is significant in considering common stifle conditions, for 
example cranial cruciate ligament rupture (CCLR) where our 

major limitation post-operatively is extension. In one study 
of dogs following CCLR repair, patients not receiving early 
passive and active [range of motion (ROM)] exercises had 
reduced stifle extension2. This loss of motion appeared to be 
permanent in some dogs if extension was not achieved within 
2 weeks. The authors also found an association with the dogs 
that had near normal stifle extension also having improved 
weight bearing.

In a study comparing dogs walking on a ground treadmill 
to dogs walking in an underwater treadmill, it was found 
that joint flexion was greatest with water levels at or higher 
than the effected joint3. Therefore the advantage of more 
joint flexion, as with swimming, occurs with the underwater 
treadmill.  Unlike in swimming, however, there is near full 
extension of joints under most conditions when an underwater 
treadmill is used.

With the underwater treadmill we can change the water 
level to target a range of motion on the joint we are trying to 
improve. If an animal needs to improve flexion of the elbow, 
e.g. with elbow dysplasia, then one would have the water level 
at or higher than the joint. This would encourage the dog to try 
and lift its legs out of the water, increasing its range of motion 
and flexibility. If we would like to improve stifle extension, 
e.g. after CCLR repair, then one would put the water level 
slightly lower than the joint.

A study was done to determine weight-bearing in standing 
dogs immersed in water at various levels as a percentage of 
weight-bearing on land. When immersed to the level of the 
greater trochanter, weight-bearing was 38%; when immersed 
to the level of the lateral femoral condyle, weight-bearing was 
85%; and when immersed to the level of the lateral malleolus, 
weight-bearing was 91%4.

The benefit of the underwater treadmill is that the patients 
are partially weight-bearing, which allows for active muscle 
contraction with minimal load on the joints and bones. This 
builds the primary weight-bearing muscles that are needed for 
walking, standing or running: they are also being strengthened 
in a controlled environment. The decrease in weight-bearing 
also minimises the demands on the muscles, thus allowing the 
patient to develop more effective and efficient movements.

This partial immersion in water also allows the patients to 
improve their dynamic balance. Animals that are not able to 
ambulate on land with confidence will find it easier to walk 
in water. A fall in water doesn’t occur as quickly as on land. 
Their reaction times are slower and the support of the water 
will allow them the time to right themselves.

Gait or locomotor training refers to helping a patient to relearn 
to walk safely and efficiently. It works to “awaken” dormant 
neural pathways by repetitively stimulating the muscles and 
nerves in the lower body.

Afferent feedback during walking contributes to extensor 
muscle activity during the stance phase of locomotion5. 
The sensory input comes from the actual stepping, from the 
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contact of the paw on the ground and from muscle receptors. 
Locomotion is controlled by the spinal cord, brain stem, 
cerebellum and cortex.

Studies done by Sherrington6 have shown that the spinal cord 
alone may contain the basic neural circuitry needed to generate 
a walking motion. He demonstrated that cats could perform 
stepping movements after cutting the spinal cord at the level 
of the brain stem. In mice with a hemisectioned spinal cord, 
Goldshmit et al.7 also demonstrated that the axon number was 
greater within 100 mm of the lesion in the treadmill-trained 
mice compared with non-trained mice. This suggests that 
treadmill training is able to promote new connections within 
the spinal cord.

It is believed that there are special neural circuits called central 
pattern generators (CPG) which allow the body to make 
rhythmic movements without conscious effort. They cause 
alternating stimulation of extensor and flexor muscles. Limb 
loading and proprioception provide the information required 
by the CPG circuit to generate this rhythmic functional 
locomotion8. From these studies we can see the importance 
of the underwater treadmill in the rehabilitation of all 
neurological cases needing gait training. This forms the basis 
for teaching an animal to walk again.

Muscle spindles, golgi-tendon organs and joint capsular 
and ligament receptors deliver afferent information to the 
CNS about limb, body and head position and movement. 
This is known as proprioception or joint position sense. 
Proprioception is not vital in direct movement production but 
is required in achieving a movement goal. The afferent input 
of joint proprioception is divided into load-related and joint-
position-related information. Joint position proprioceptors 
found in the joint capsule and the muscles surrounding joints 
have an effect on the influence of locomotor patterns and joint 
position. Proprioceptive input from extensor muscles and 
also the mechanoreceptors in the paw pads provide the load 
information.

Injury or joint surgery may result in a certain amount of tissue 
damage to ligaments, muscles, tendons or the joint capsule. 
This results in damage to the proprioceptors, causing a 
disruption of communication between the different parts of the 
body.

The result of this disruption is decreased proprioception. When 
this occurs the muscles don’t react as fast as they should, 
resulting in a joint strain or sprain. This is very common post 
CCLR repair. Our aim is to increase proprioceptive awareness. 
As already discussed, for this to be achieved the paws need 
to touch the ground and the extensor muscles need to be 
activated.

Research also provides evidence of proprioception 
deterioration with age9. This highlights the importance of 
proprioceptive and balance training in older, arthritic animals. 
By improving joint proprioception we can increase their 
spatial awareness of where their limbs are, thereby minimising 
slips, falls and splaying.

In conclusion, both forms of hydrotherapy provide many 
benefits in animal physical rehabilitation and both are 
important rehabilitation tools. In my opinion, the underwater 
treadmill is far more specific and adaptive. One may change 
the water level to achieve more flexion or extension of isolated 
joints. Swimming is limited to improving flexion. 

Therefore, cases in which extension is limited (e.g., hip 
dysplasia, lumbosacral disease, stifle conditions), where there 
is any neurological weakness or where there is minimal or 
no weight-bearing would benefit more from the underwater 
treadmill than from swimming. This limitation of swimming 
as a rehabilitative tool must be considered when referring pets 
for hydrotherapy. The fact that those long, weak, inactivated 
extension muscles are not being strengthened and stimulated 
results in the continuation of the compensatory patterns 
already established and a poor rehabilitation outcome.

This is also the case in neurological cases with paresis or 
paralysis where partial weight-bearing is required in order 
to achieve locomotor training, proprioceptive training 
and improvements in dynamic balance. This is especially 
important in the first 6 weeks after surgery or injury so we can 
benefit from neural plasticity.
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QUESTIONS

1. Indications for swimming are:
a) weight loss, conditions limited in extension, 

generalised conditioning
b) weight loss, proprioceptive deficits, generalised 

conditioning 
c) weight loss, conditions limited in extension and 

flexion, generalised conditioning
d) weight loss, conditions limited in flexion, generalised 

conditioning
e) weight loss, paralysis, generalised conditioning

2. Choose the CORRECT statement:
a) Swimming assists with gait training
b) Swimming improves proprioception
c) Swimming improves dynamic balance
d) Swimming improves flexion and extension
e) Swimming improves flexion

3. Postural changes result in secondary muscle tension 
due to the overuse and underuse of certain muscle 
groups. The overused muscles become short and tight. 
Choose the CORRECT statement:

a) Short tight muscles contract efficiently 
b) Short tight muscles act as joint stabilisers
c) Short tight muscles can impinge on structures below, 

e.g. nerves
d) Short tight muscles help align joints and improve joint 

imbalances
e) Short tight muscles DO NOT cause any pain.

4. In dogs immersed in water to the level of the greater 
trochanter, weight-bearing compared to the body 
weight on land is:

a) 9%
b) 15%
c) 38%
d) 85%
e) 91%

5. In order to increase joint flexion of the elbow in the 
underwater treadmill one must adjust the water level 
to:

a) the level of the carpus
b) below the carpus
c) above the carpus
d) below the elbow
e) above the elbow

6. After cranial cruciate ligament surgery the limbs are 
usually

a) limited in extension and therefore swimming is 
indicated

b) limited in flexion and therefore underwater treadmill is 
indicated

Select one answer:
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c) limited in flexion and therefore swimming is 
indicated

d) limited in extension and therefore underwater 
treadmill is indicated

e) limited in flexion and extension and therefore 
swimming is indicated

7. Select the TWO CORRECT statements. Central 
pattern generators:

1. allow rhythmic movements with conscious effort 
2. cause stimulation of extensor muscles only
3. cause stimulation of flexor muscles only
4. cause alternating stimulation of extensor and flexor 

muscles.
5. allow rhythmic movements without conscious effort
a) 1 and 2
b) 1 and 4
c) 4 and 5
d) 3 and 5
e) 2 and 5

8. After injury, neural plasticity is especially important 
in neurological rehabilitation for:

a) 6 days
b) 3 days
c) 3 weeks
d) 6 weeks
e) 3 months

9. Select the INCORRECT statement: Afferent 
information is delivered to the CNS about limb, body, 
head position and movement from

a) nails
b) Golgi tendon organs
c) joint capsule
d) muscle spindles
e) ligaments 

10. Select the TWO CORRECT statements. When 
looking at the Range of Motion in dogs on the 
underwater treadmill:

1. extension is greatest with the water level at or higher 
than the joint

2. flexion is greatest with the water level at or higher 
than the joint

3. flexion and extension are greatest at the level of the 
greater trochanter

4. extension is greatest with the water level below the 
joint

5. flexion is greatest with the water below the joint
a) 2 and 4
b)1 and 5
c) 2 and 3
d)3 and 4
e) 3 and 5


